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QUESTION 1

Which of these is an indicator of the second person point of view? 

A. a story that is composed in the past tense 

B. use of the word "you" 

C. a story that is composed in the present tense 

D. use of the word "I" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Although India had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its word. 

A. had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it 

B. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it 

C. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it\\'s 

D. had committed themselves to facing out the mining of asbestos has not kept it\\'s 

E. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its 

Correct Answer: E 

This sentence has an error in the place of pronoun. 

In the sentence a wrong possessive pronouns have been used, where it should be \\'itself-its\\' as correctly 

used in the option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its". 

Other options are all wrong by using inappropriate combinations of pronouns: 

-

 Option "had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it" \\'himself-it\\'. 

-

 Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it" \\'itself- it\\'. 

-

 Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it\\'s" \\'itself-it\\'s\\'. 

-

 Option "had committed themselves to facing out the mining of asbestos has not kept it\\'s" \\'themselves-
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it\\'s\\'. 

Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its" is the correct answer. 

 

QUESTION 3

The commuters were complaining that they have waited for along but no train had come. 

A. that they have waited for along but no train 

B. that they waited for along but no train 

C. that they wait for along but no train 

D. that they have been waiting for along but no train 

E. that they had been waiting for along but no train 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Correct the flaws in this sentence. 

"Christine\\'s three dog eat a lot of food. It consumes two bags per week." 

A. Christine\\'s dogs eats a lot of food. They consume two bags per week. 

B. Christine\\'s three dogs eat a lot of food. They consume two bags per week. 

C. Christine\\'s three dog ate a lot of food. It consumes two bags per week. 

D. Christine\\'s three dogs ate a lot of food. It consume two bags per week. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The police did not go near the abandoned car, by fear it was a booby trap. 

A. by fear it was a booby trap 

B. in fear it was a booby trap 

C. to fear it was a booby trap 

D. fearing it was a booby trap 

E. fears it was a booby trap 

Correct Answer: D 
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